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PROJECT REPORT 
Provide clear description of the following: 

Executive Summary (200 words maximum) 

A few paragraphs covering what was discovered, written in a manner that is easily understood 

and relevant to SA growers.  A number of key dot points should be included which can be used in 

SAGIT communication programs 

The 10th ASDS was held in Adelaide during September 4th - 7th attracting 120 participants from 

9 countries. With over 50 oral and 28 poster presentations, the meeting provided a forum with 

diverse expertise for the participants to develop new collaborations and learn about latest 

developments in pathogen diagnostics, ecology and disease management. Presentations by key 

note speakers included topics related to disease suppression, rhizosphere microbiology, 

diagnostics and new concepts for disease management through manipulation of the plant 

microbiome, resistance and biosecurity. It was evident that recent developments to measuring 

pathogen levels in field samples (e.g. DNA based tools and Predicta-B service) have greatly 

assisted with the improved understanding of pathogen dynamics and benefited both researchers and farmers. The term ‘phytobiome’ received great attention as it is considered as 
the next frontier in developing plant-based disease control options. The conference was 

represented by researchers, students and end users from 7 agricultural industries and the 

presentations dealt with >45 fungal and nematode pathogens on 16 different crops. The 

meeting with its diverse audience provided an excellent cross-industry platform/international 

forum for the attendees for sharing ideas, learning new developments in options for disease 

management and research tools and to forge new collaborations. 

Project Objectives 

A concise statement of the aims of the project in outcome terms should be provided. 

To organize the 10th Australasian Soilborne Disease Symposium (www.asds2018.com.au) with 

an aim to host talks by national and international experts for the benefit of researchers and 

growers, on new insights in disease control through natural disease suppression/biocontrol, 

new understanding of the microbiome and plant resistance for reducing disease impacts.  

Overall Performance 

http://www.asds2018.com.au/


A concise statement indicating the extent to which the Project objectives were achieved, a list of personnel who 

participated in the Research Project including co-operators, and any difficulties encountered and the reasons 

for these difficulties. 

1. Diverse audience participation - The 10th ASDS meeting was a great success in that its

diverse audience provided an excellent cross-industry platform/international forum for the

attendees for sharing ideas, learning new developments in options for disease management

and research tools and to forge new collaborations. Participant responses from the post-

conference survey is a testament of the success of the conference (see survey results and

feedback comments below).

2. Training opportunity - There were 29 attendees to the three pre-conference Technicalworkshops on ‘field sampling strategy and experimental design’, ‘nematode diagnostics’ and' discovery of actinobacteria’.
3. Kay note speaker - SAGIT co-funded (with GRDC) the keynote talk by Dr. Russell Eastwood,

AGT gave a talk on ‘Breeding for soil-borne disease’. Russell indicated that breeding to limit
losses from soilborne diseases will continue to be a productive strategy for control. It was

highlighted that breeding relies on: (i) knowledge to identify and quantify constraints for

good resource allocation, (ii) genetic variation that is well characterized and (iii) tools to

allow plant breeders to manipulate the genes effectively in breeding programs.

4. SAGIT support was acknowledged verbally at the opening and closing sessions, on screen at

the commencement of all sessions, at the sponsored keynote speaker talk, in print material

and onsite signage.

Participant survey results: 

Feedback: 

Mark Mazzola (Research Plant Pathologist, Keynote speaker from USDA-ARS Wenatchee, USA) – “It was one of the more informative meetings that I have attended in my time as a 
research scientist.  Would have been of great benefit to have attended such a meeting 

earlier in life!  As I am certain is true for many, I have come to value and appreciate 

focused topic meetings such as ASDS over a meeting such as ICPP or APS…..”  
Friday Obanor (Manager, GRDC Diseases) – “I thought the meeting on Monday last week and the 

subsequent symposium on Wednesday was very good. Well done to you and your team for organising a highly successful symposium in Adelaide” 



Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 

Please indicate whether KPI’s were achieved.  The KPI’s must be the same as those stated in the Application 

for Funding and a brief explanation provided as to how they were achieved or why they were not 

achieved. 

KPI 
Achieved 

(Y/N) 

If not achieved, please state 

reason. 

Successful Organisation of the 

conference 

Y 

Submission of report to SAGIT Y 

Technical Information (Not to exceed three pages) 

Provide sufficient data and short clear statements of outcomes. 

N/A 

Conclusions Reached &/or Discoveries Made (Not to exceed one page) 

Please provide concise statement of any conclusions reached &/or discoveries made. 

A brief summary of challenges and opportunities for future research identified (Stephen 

Neate, USQ and VVSR Gupta, CSIRO): 

1. Molecular diagnostics – As it is now possible to make in-depth understanding of all the

players involved in disease incidence and its impact, the single species based on

diagnostics may be extended to include all the pathogenic variants and/or complexes in

a community based diagnostics both to identify disease risk and develop more effective

management options. In order to maximize the benefits from new molecular diagnostics

a closer integration with classical pathosystem research is recommended.



2. Management - It is suggested that the new developments in diagnostics, in particular

high throughput and in-field based tools, should be used to improve knowledge about

mechanisms of pathogen ecology and epidemiology, disease incidence and suppression.

For example, the new tools would allow field-based studies dealing with epidemiology

in the presence of multiple pathogens and identification of factors that cause or

suppress soilborne diseases.  In the mature field of biocontrol research, future research

should concentrate on interactions of biologicals with the environment to identify a

more effective time of application and improving the stability of biological products.

3. Resistance and Microbiome – Based on recent findings on disease suppressive

microbiome and rhizosphere microbial dynamics, future research needs to better

exploit host genetics – microbiome linkages, in order to develop more sustainable

management options for reducing disease impacts. There was a general agreement that

the phytobiome concept should be included in all aspects of disease research i.e. plant

based resistance, crop rotations and biological interventions.

4. Phenotyping / Trait analysis - It is suggested that the use of in field phenotypic tools

such as image analysis and remote sensing should be encouraged in order to improve

interpretation of findings to field based responses to disease management practices.

5. Communication and adoption – There should a clear focus on path to application of

research to real field conditions and in the effective communication of research findings

to farmers/end users.

Overall, it was clearly evident and agreed by participants that there is a need to adopt a 

transdisciplinary research approach to integrate the diverse fields of expertise in cropping 

system-based experiments (e.g. evaluating cover cropping effects on disease 

incidence/suppression) to deal with the multiple factors and players involved in developing 

field-effective disease management options and sustainable outcomes. 

Intellectual Property 

Please provide concise statement of any intellectual property generated and potential for 

commercialisation. 

The conference program with summaries of all presentations including keynote 

speaker talks are available at the conference website www.asds2018.com.au and 

www.appsnet.org for open access.  

Copies of the conference program (hard copy) and full proceedings with extended abstracts are 

sent to SAGIT. 

Application / Communication of Results 

A concise statement describing activities undertaken to communicate the results of the project to the grains 

industry.  This should include: 

 Main findings of the project in a dot point form suitable for use in communications to farmers;

 A statement of potential industry impact

 Publications and extension articles delivered as part of the project; and,

 Suggested path to market for the results including barriers to adoption.

Note that SAGIT may directly extend information from Final reports to growers.  If applicable, attach a list 

of published material. 

N/A 

POSSIBLE FUTURE WORK 
Provide possible future directions for the research arising from the project including potential for further 

work and partnerships. 

N/A 
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